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I.

INTRODUCTION

Since its initial description in 1964 by Franklin et al. (1),
approximately 250 cases of heavy chain disease have been reported in the
world literature. To my knowledge, none have been diagnosed in Dallas.
Today I will first discuss the three separate forms of heavy chain disease
gamma chain disease, mu chain disease and alpha chain disease- as clinical
entities. Second, I would like to detail for you the structure of these
unusual immunoglobulin molecules and,from their structures,develop a hypothesis as to their biosynthetic origin. In particular, I will emphasize the
insights into normal immunoglobulin biosynthesis which have been gleaned by
the physician-scientists who have done the biochemical analyses of these
unusual molecules. And, finally, I would like to explore with you the exciting
studies that have been recently reported concerning gene rearrangements during
mammalian differentiation, and how these discoveries were anticipated by this
set of clinical syndromes.
·
The most common and well described abnormality of the lymphoreticular
system is multiple myeloma. This is the prototype of the so-called plasma
cell dyscrasias and represents a malignancy that has as its cardinal manifestation the accumulation of plasma cells primarily in the bone marrow and
the secretion of either an intact (whole) immunoglobulin (termed a myeloma
protein) and/or an immunoglobulin light chain (termed a Bence Jones protein)
into the serum and/or urine. These immunoglobulins form the basis of both
the diagnosis and classification of myeloma and macroglobulinemia as gamma G
myeloma, gamma A myeloma, gamma D myeloma, gamma E myeloma or Waldenstrom's
macroglobulinemia. While there are no specific distinctive features in the
clinical presentation, diagnosis or clinical course of patients with IgG, IgA,
IgD or IgE myeloma, patients with Waldenstrom's macroglobulinemia tend to have
a less malignant course, and are treated by a different cytotoxic regimen.
Like multiple myeloma, heavy chain diseases are classified on the basis
of the immunoglobulin heavy chain class or subclass that is secreted into
the plasma and/or urine. Thus, if the patient produces a free gamma chain
in the absence of a bound light chain, the disease is termed gamma heavy chain
disease;similarly, when alpha chains or mu chains are secreted in the absence
of a bound light chain, the disease is termed alpha or mu chain disease,
respectively. Clinically, these patients are distinct from patients with
multiple myeloma in several respects, including age of onset, geographic
distribution, relative malignancy of the disorder and response to therapy.
Most importantly, in every instance the structures of these molecules reflect
aberrations of the amino acid sequence of the heavy chain. Thus, unlike the
myeloma proteins which are accurate representations of normal antibodies,
heavy chain disease proteins are defective immunoglobulin molecules (2).

II.

CLINICAL ASPECTS OF HEAVY CHAIN DISEASE

Heavy chain disease can be suspected clinically but is confirmed
only by protein electrophoresis and immunoelectrophoresis. Since gamma,
mu and alpha chain disease are distinct clinical entities, each will be
discussed separately.
A.

Gamma Heavy Chain Disease

The first description of heavy chain disease was by Franklin et al.
in the American Journal of ~1edicine in 1964 (1). The patient had a malignant
lymphoma and the serum and urine contained large amounts of an immunoglobulin fragment not previously seen in patients with multiple myeloma. At
the present time, there have been approximately 50 cases of gamma heavy chain
disease described in the world literature. A typical clinical presentation
is as f o11 ows :
An 18 year-old male was entirely well until two weeks prior to
admission when he noted back pain and fever. Dyspnea, weakness and
weight loss developed. On admission, his temperature was 102°F,
pulse rate 130/min, B/P 105/60 mm Hg with 20 mm of paradox and a
respiratory rate of 30/min. He had a large right pleural effusion,
an enlarged heart with muffled heart sounds, and a markedly enlarged
liver ; the spleen was not felt. There was no cervical, axillary
or inguinal adenopathy and no bone tenderness was elicited.
The hematocrit was 42%; the white blood count 3,000/mm 3 with
70% neutrophils, 16% band forms, 2% monocytes and 12% atypical
lymphocytes; the platelet count was 185,000/mm, Urinalysis
showed a specific gravity of 1.042, pH of 5.5, 3+ protetn, 5 ~10
red blood cells, and numerous casts..
~
·
Bence Jones proteins were negative by both heat test and immunoelectrophoresis of 50 fold concentrated uri'ne. The average urinary
protein excretion per 24 hr was 1 gm. BUN was 22 mg/dl, serum
creatinine, calcium and phosphorus were all within normal limits.
Serum albumin was 2,9 and globulin 2.9 g/dl; SGOT and LDH were
slightly elevated. The serum uric acid was 7.4 mgjdl ,
Chest x-ray showed a collapsed lower lobe of the right
1ung, secondary to bronchial obstruct i'on by massi'vely enlarged
hilar lymph nodes, a right pleural effusion and large globular
heart shadow, No dye was seen in the left kidney on IVP, An
EKG showed evidence of pericarditis. Examination of the pleural
fluid showed 35,000 red blood cells and 250 white blood cells/mm3~
of which 60% were lymphocytes. Histologic examination of the
cell block prepared from the thoracentesis fluid revealed lymphocytes with large 11 malignant-appearing 11 histiocytes resembling
Reed-Sternberg cells.
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Based on a provdrsironal diagnosis of lymphoma, the patient
was treated with allopurinol, prednisone and nitrogen mustard.
He developed progressive leukopenia, anemia and thrombocytopenia.
His course was further complicated by the development of ascites
and evidence of superior vena cava obstruction.
The patient died five weeks after the onset of his symptoms.
During the last two weeks of this young man's illness, the
diagnosis of gamma heavy chain disease was made on the basis
of an abnormal cellulose acetate electrophoresis which showed
an elevation of alpha 1- globulins and a serum protein electro phoresis which indicated that the elevation was due to free heavy
chains which did not react with any light chain antisera.
To date, about 50 cases of gamma heavy chain disease have been
identified. The disease is somewhat more common in men. The average age is
around 50, considerably younger than the average age of pati~nts with multiple
myeloma (3) . The most frequent mode of presentation consists of lymphoadenopathy involving the cervical and axillary nodes . In some patients, general ized lymphadenopathy is present at the onset or develops as the disease
progresses. Peripheral lymphadenopathy has been absent in some patients,
but internal adenopathy (thoracic or abdominal) has been present in nearly
all cases. A tendency toward spontaneous waxing and waning of lymphadeno pathy has been reported in several cases. Several patients have been described
that have involvement of Waldeyer's ring of lymph nodes with resulting
lymphatic obstruction, and edema of the uvula and palate. Almost all
patients have splenomegaly and/or have hepatomegaly. Infection~ prtncipally
of the lungs, is a common complication and the most frequent cause of death.
Few have ooney involvement .
The urinary excretion of gamma heavy chain disease proteins has varied
from trace amounts to 20 gm/day (3), Most have at least one gram per day.
None have positive tests for Bence Jones protein. Thus~ the heavy chain
disease proteins do not have the thermal lability of homogeneous light chains.
Unlike patients with the 1 ight chain disease vari'ant of multiple myeloma,
renal disease is rare in gamma heavy chain disease.
Biosynthetic studies have been done in a number of patients, particularly with their peripheral blood lymphocytes . The studies have demonstrated
that the atypical lymphocytes in the peripheral blood were the probable source
of the heavy chain disease protein.
Although the disease process associated with the production of gamma
heavy chain disease proteins is usually defined as a malignant lymphoma,
this diagnosis has been difficult to sustain in many patients. Several
patients have undergone repeated lymph node biopsies with specimens initially
interpreted as showing reactive hyperplasia or Chronic inflammation prior
11
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to a final, firm diagnosis of lymphoma. The infiltrate in lymph nodes and
other tissues in gamma heavy chain disease usually consists of .a varying
mixture of lymphocytes, plasma cells, plasmacytoid lymphocytes, reticulum
cells and eosinophils. Reed-Sternberg cells have been identified and Hodgkin•s
disease has been suggested ante mortem in many patients, although this has
never been confirmed at autopsy.
·
·

The etiology of gamma heavy chain disease is unknown. Many of these
patients have had autoimmune diseases prior to the onset of heavy chain
disease, including Sjogren•s disease, myasthenia gravis, hemolytic anemia,
systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis. Surprisingly, 25%
of patients have had the diagnosis of active tuberculosis prior to the diaganosis of heavy chain disease (3,4}.
Therapy has been largely unsuccessful , Local radiation to spleen
and lymph nodes appears to be rapidly effective in reducing the size of
the involved organs, Treatment with alkylating agents, steroids, vinblastine,
etc., has been uniformly unsuccessful (3-5) .

B.

Mu Heavy Chain Disease

Mu chain disease appears to be relatively rare as only 15 cases have
been described since the first report in 1970 (6). More than half of the
patients with mu chain disease manifest chronic lymphatic leukemia and often
display special clinical features (7}.
Of the 15 patients with mu chain disease,eight had a clinical diagnosis
of chronic lymphatic leukemia while si.X! had lymphomas which v1ete by and large
poorly defined (8). Lymphadenopathy is unusual but hepatosplenomegly is
common. Bony lesions are common in mu chain disease but are unusual in the
other types of heavy chain disease, although, of course, bone involvement is
common in multiple myeloma. An unusual ·characteristic of this illness is the
presence of Vacuolated plasma cells in the bone marrow. This particular
finding is unusual in other plasma cell dyscrasias. Although these large
vacuoles do not appear to contain any abnormal immunoglobulin, such plasma
cells are highly suggestive of mu chain disease and this finding in a patient
with chronic lymphatic leukemia with accompanying Bence Jones proteinuria
should lead to a careful search for mu chain disease proteins in the serum.
Relatively few patients have abnormal bands on serum protein electrophoresis
although Bence Jones proteinuria is rather common, again distinguishing mu
chain disease from gamma or alpha chain disease.
Treatment has been quite varied but has generally included the use
of cyclophosphamide. Results have been fairly good with a mean survival in the
neighborhood of five years.
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C.

Alpha Chain Disease

Alpha chain disease is a proliferative disorder of B lymphoid cells
involving primarily the IgA secretory system in which plasma cells produce
a homogeneous population of immunoglobulin molecules consisting of incomplete alpha chains devoid of light chains. Since the first description of
the abnormality by Seligmann (9) in a young Syrian patient affected with
malabsorption and diffuse plasmacytic infiltration of the small intestine,
more than 150 cases have been reported. Thus, alpha chain disease appears
to be by far the most frequent of the heavy chain diseases (10).
In three patients, alpha chain disease was confined to the respiratory
tract. All other patients were affected with the digestive for;n of the disease
which is localized mainly in the small intestine and the mesenteric lymph
nodes.
Alpha chain disease appears to proceed i n two stages. The early stage
is characterized by a possibly non-m~lignant, diffuse and extensive plasma
cell infiltration. Later·, the disease is characterized by overt malignancy
and lymphoma Lll).
The socio-geographic distribution of the digestive form of alpha chain
disease shows a clear predilection for underprivileged populations living in
areas with a high degree of infestation by intestinal pathogens. This finding,
as well as the evidence for complete remission achieved in early stages by
oral antibiotic therapy, implies that environmental factors play a presumably
critical role in the pathogenesis of this disorder. Alpha chain disease may
thus constitute a model rovidin a uni ue o ortunit for research into
the atho enesis of human 1 homas 12 .

CLINICAL FEATURES OF ALPHA CHAIN DISEASE
100%
93%
97%
47%
41%
38%
24%
24%
21%
12%

Chronic Diarrhea
Abdominal Pain
Weight Loss
Clubbing
Vomiting
Tetany
Edema
Abdominal Masses
Fever
Ascites
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The cl~nical features of intestinal alpha chain disease are markedly
uniform. The disease usually presents with a severe malabsorption syndrome.
Its onset may be insidious or abrupt. In most cases, the first and main
symptom of the disease is chronic diarrhea. Steatorrhea is usually obvious,
and the stools often appear watery and are generally very copious. Patients
complain of abdominal pain of variable intensity and location and vomit ing is
frequent. In some cases the usual clinical pattern of alpha chain disease
has been preceeded by a protracted prodromal period with symptoms simulating
the irritable bowel syndrome (13).
On physical examination, the abdomen is usually distended and tender and
some ascitic fluid may be present. Hypertrophied mesenteric lymph nodes may be
palpated as abdominal masses. Signs of chronic small bowel obstruction may
revea 1 the presence of the disease . . It should be emphasized that hepatospl eno megaly is usually not observed and that peripheral lymphadenopa thy is a rare
sign at presentation . Clubbing is rather frequent, more so than with probably any
other intestinal disease. Fever is uncommon.

LABORATORY FINDINGS IN ALPHA CHAIN DISEASE
Laboratory Data
Hemogloblin < 10 gm
Serum potassium < 3,5 meg
Serum albumin < 2.5 gm
Serum cholesterol < .15 gm
Serum calcium < 9.0 mg ·
Elevated serum alkaline phosphatase

14%
55%
46%
89%
71%
81%

Intestinal studies
Fecal fat > 15 gm/24 hr
95%
Abnormal D-xylose test
83%
Abnormal oral glucose tolerance test 93%
Abnormal Schilling test
56%
Protein-losing enteropathy
71%
Intestinal bacteriology and parasitology
Jejunal bacterial overgrowth
Stool and/or jejunal fluid parasites
Giardia
Ascaris
Hookworm
Trichuris
Schistosomes

80%
24%
3%
3%
3%
3%

Small intestinal x-rays
Hypertrophic folds ( 11 pseudopolypoid
pattern 11 )
86%
Strictures
43%
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The main biological abnormalities include low serum albumin and
steatorrhea . Protein losing enteropathy is generally present. Dehydration
or electrolyte imbalance may need emergency i ntravenous fluid repla cement.
Severe diarrhea leads to hypokalemia and occa si onally hypokalemic nephropathy with polyuria . Tetany is frequent . Ser um lipids and cholesterol are
low. Bone marrow asp ira tes and biopsi es ar e usuall y normal, with the excepti on
of the occasional alpha chain disease produc i ng cells.
Bacteriologic studies of stools have not revealed a consistent presence
of any part i cular pathogen. Howev er , in several patients,overgrowth of
aerobes and anaerobes has been demon strated i n j ejunal fluid. Evidence of
parasitic infestation i s common but not cons tant. Giardiasis is the most
frequent .
Small intesti nal x- rays s how hypertroph ic and pseudopolypoid folds in
the duodenal and j ejuna l muco sa , someti mes associated with stricture or
filling defects sugges t ing ex tri nsic compres sion by hypertrophic peripancreatic
or mesenteric lymph nodes or bot h. Medi ast i nal adenopathy is rare.
Multipl e biops ies t aken du ri ng l aparotomy or with the peroral capsule
show massive infi ltra t ion of the lam i na propria by round cells. Occasionally
these infiltrates penetra te into the submucos a. Most cells in this infiltrate
belong to the plasma cell ser ies. These pla sma cells do not show cellular
abnormalities . In some instanc es, smal l lymphocytes and transitional forms
are found in add it ion to plasma cells. The plasma cell infiltration is
usually massive causing wid e separation and sparsity of the crypts and
obliterat ion of the villous arch i tecture.
Mesenteric lymph nodes often show the same cellul ar infiltrate as small
intestinal lami na propria. In some patients , typical l ym phoma is present
in the gut,or the mesenter i c nodes, or both . Extensi ve histologic studies
have failed to revea l evid ence of amylo id.
The natural history of alpha chain diseas e i s probably of extreme importan ce
but has not yet been fully elucidated . Th e i ntestinal form proceeds in two
stages . In the early 11 premal ignant 11 stage , the re is diffuse and extensive
plasma cell i nfiltration . In the absence of t herapy, there is progressive
deterioration usually culminating in f rank malig nancy with immunoblastic
tumors. Several lines of evidence strongly sugges t that the plasmacytic
proliferation of alpha chain di sease is monoc l ona l in nature and the large
cells of the immunoblastic lymphoma that ari se in the late course of the
disease are derived from the same B cel l clone as the initial plasma cell
proliferation. Both types of prolifera t ion s can be fo und intermingled in
tissues of the lymph nodes and gut. Alpha chains were recently found on the
surface of the large lymphomatous cell s in one pa tie nt with alpha chain
disease and very recently studies of immunog l obu lin biosynthesis provi de
evidence that these lymphomatous cells do indeed deri ve from t he same cl one
as the plasma cell proliferation (14).
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Whether the plasmacytic stage of alpha chain disease is truly benign
is open to question. The early pleomorphic invasive proliferation probably
represents the early stages of malignant lymphoma. There are, however,
well documented cases of complete reversal of these infiltrations after
antibiotic therapy. This is accompanied by disappearance .of the alpha chain
disease protein from the serum and intestinal fluid. Several studies have
indicated normal histologic appearance and negative immunofluorescent
studies many years after oral antibiotic therapy alone. In at least one
patient, complete remission persisted for five years after the withdrawal
of antibiotic therapy (15).
All patients ar~
Seligmann's recommendations for therapy;
submitted to laparotomy and multiple large transmural biopsies of the small
intestines and several mesenteric lymph nodes and liver are performed.
Patients without any evidence of malignancy are treated with oral antibiotics, generally, tetracycline 2 gm/day. Patients are then followed
clinically as well as by peroral jejunal biopsy and careful monitoring of
the level of alpha chain disease protein in blood and urine. If no marked
improvement is observed after three months of therapy, or if complete
remission is not achieved in one year, cyclophosphamide is administered at
200 mgrn/M 2 IM or IV weekly.
In patients with overt malignant lymphoma diagnosed at onset or later
in the course of the disease, total abdominal irradiation is performed
after a short course of tetracycline, prednisone and possibly chemotherapy.
A maximum dose of 3500 rads over the entire abdominal cavity has produced
the best results. Liver and kidneys are protected. After one month rest,
radiation is followed by polychemotherapy for residual disease. This
generally includes cyclophosphamide, adriamycin, vincristine and
prednisone (CHOP protocol) (16-19).
Prognosis is good with well over 70% five year survivors,
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The age distribution of alpha chain disease is in sharp contrast to
that of myeloma and the other heavy chain diseases as the great majority of
patients are under 30 years of age. The geographic origins of the first
100 patients described with alpha chain disease indicates that the large
majority live in the Mediterranean region.
GEOGRAPHIC ORIGINS OF 100 PATIENTS WITH ALPHA CHAIN DISEASE
Africa
Tunisia
Algeria
South Africa
Morro co

South and Central America
20
18
2
1

Middle East
Iran
Is rae 1
Lebanon
Syria
Libya
Iraq

10
8
2
1
1
1

Far East
Pakistan
Cambodia
India

2
1
1

Co 1umbia
Argentina
Mexico

1
1
1

Europe
Spain
Italy
Turkey
Yugoslavia
Greece
Portugal
Finland
Netherlands*
Great Britain*

9

5
6

2
2
2
1
1
1

North America
United States*

1

* respiratory form

It should be emphasized that there appears to be a wide spectrum of
racial or ethnic origins and places have now been described in many parts of
the world. It is of interest that the only casesdescribed in Western Europe,
Great Britain, or the United States havebeen with the respiratory form of
the disease. The digestive form of the disease appears, therefore, to be
extremely rare in Western "developed" countries. There does not appear to
be a predilection for cases to cluster in families, nor have any immunoglobulin abnormalities been noted in close relatives of patients.
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The so-called Mediterranean lymphoma i ,e,, pr-imary diffuse intestinal
lymphoma associated with malabsorption, was first reported in Israel. This
syndrome which affects underprivileged young adults has since been described
in Iran, Iraq and South Africa. In Israel, these lymphomas are found
relatively frequently among Arabs and first and second generation Jewish
immigrants from Middle Eastern and North African countries, but almost never
affect IsraeliJews of Ashkenazi origin.~ Recent evidence suggests that these
lymphomas often begin as an apparently benign infiltration of the small
intestine by plasma cells. As mentioned above, alpha chain disease patients
have been observed over several years to progress from an apparently benign
plasmacytic stage to a malignant intestinal lymphoma identical to the so-called
Mediterranean lymphoma
The incidence of alpha chain disease among the
so-called Mediterranean lymphomas is still unclear. Sel igmann believes
that many of these lymphomas are, in fact, alpha chain disease. Indeed,
alpha chain disease proteins have been found retrospectively in several cases
classified histologically as both reticulum cell sarcoma and Mediterranean
lymphoma. However, not all such patients do have alpha chain disease proteins.
This may reflect the insensitivity of techniques utilized or the stage of
disease when it was studied. Therefore, prospective studies are in progress.
11

11

11

11

11

•
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The pecular geographic distribution of alpha chain disease patients and
the clear predilection of alpha chain disease for underprivileged populations
suggest that environmental factors providing a local and protractive antigenic
stimulation may play an important role in the pathogenesis of the disease.
The occurrence of complete and lasting remissions _after administration of
antibiotics should be recalled. One common factor among susceptible populations
of various ethnic origins is their exposure to an environment of poor hygiene
in areas with a high degree of infestation by intestinal pathogens. Indeed,
many studies indicate that even apparently healthy people in these areas show
on intestinal biopsy increased lymphocytic and plasma cell infiltration within
the lamina propria of the small bowel. Since orally ingested microorganisms
are known to be a powerful stimulus to the secretory IgA system, the early
phase of alpha chain disease could represent an aberrant _ humoral immune
response following sustained topical antigenic stimulation of the intestinal
mucosa. Unfortunately, the absence of the variable regions of these molecules
_(see below) precludes its use for identifying putative antigenic stimuli.
1

These environmental factors could trigger the clonal proliferation
directly. Alternatively, they may be only predisposing factors causing a
non-specific stimulation of immunocytes that could then potentiate the oncogenic effect of a virus interfering with genes controlling IgA synthesis.
In conclusion, alpha chain disease raises a number of interesting problems
related to the structure of the abnormal immunoglobulin and to cellular genetics,
to the compartmentalization of the plasmacytic proliferation to the small
intestine IgA system, and to the probable role of intestinal microorganisms
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in its pathogenesis. In addition, alpha chain disease may constitute a
model of a lymphoma characterized by a continuous sequence of events ranging
from a possibly benign hyperplastic process, reversible by the administration
of antibiotics,to an overt neoplastic proliferation. (20,21).
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III.

BIOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON HEAVY CHAIN DISEASE PROTEINS

Most of the detailed biochemical analyses of heavy chain disease
proteins have come from the laboratories of Franklin and Seligmann- the
same physician-scientists who initially described these ailments as well as
collected the vast majority of the clinical cases . A number of problems
were encountered in these studies , the most important of which was the difficulty in proving that the variations seen were not due to post-synthetic
degradative processes that occurred when these unstable molecules were
released into the serum. Undoubtedly, serum proteases wrecked havoc on them
and many of the early studies on these molecules showed them to be extraordinarily heterogeneous , Persistence has paid off, however, and we now have
a clear picture of the structure of a large number of these proteins.

LIGHT CHAIN

LIGHT CHAIN{
HYPERVARIABLE
REGIONS

HEAVY CHAIN

Fob
( ANTIGEN)
BINDING

HEAVY CHAIN
HYPERVARIABLE
REGIONS

HINGE REGION
COMPLEMENT BINDING REGION

.

(

BIOLOGICAL
ACTIVITY
MEDIATION

)-1-

CARBOHYDRATE

Fe

1· -- -- -- -INTRACHAIN
DISULFIDE
BONDS

VL AND VH: VARIABLE REGIONS
CL AND CH: CONSTANT REGIONS

Figure 1:

Topology and functional architecture
of the IgG molecule.
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Figure 1 illustrates in schematic form the overall structure of
an immunoglobulin molecule. Based on the original domain concept of
Edelman, the molecule is built up of four separate domains termed V, CHI,
CH2 and CH3. It is postulated that each evolved to subserve a separate
and distinct biological function. They have significant amino acid sequence
homology, and are thought to be the result of gene duplication early in
vertebrate evolution. The V regions evolved ostensibly to subserve the
function of antigen binding and contain the hypervariable regions which
are the location of the antigen binding site. We are still not certain of
a specific function for the CHl domain. It may simply act to separate the
V domains in space so that they may bind two distinct antigens. The CH2
domain of IgG is best known as the site of co.mplement fixation. The first
component of the complement cascade, C1q, is known to bind 'in. this region
initiating the entire antibody dependent complement system. The CH3 domain
functions in attaching to cells and it is through this region of the molecule,
in consort with the Fe receptor on polymorphonuclear leukocytes and macrophages that immunoglobulin molecules serve as opsonins, that is, molecules
which facilitate phagocytosis. The hinge region which separates CH1 and CH2
is approximately 14 amino acids long, is proline rich and acts as pivot point
such that the molecule can extend its two Fab arms to encompass an antigen.
It is this reg ion that \'Jas first cleaved by Rodney Porter with the enzyme
papain to split the molecule into Fab and Fe.

NORMAL y1,y2,y4
H CHAIN
AMINO
ACID POSITION
DOMAIN SIZE

Figure 2:

VH
\J\/\1\/\)

CH1

tt

t

t

106

14

CH3

CH2

216 230

110

110

-

HINGE

t

342

112

t

446

104

Schematic of an immunoglobulin IgG heavy
chain (y1, y2, or y4 subclass).

Figure 2 illustrates in a schematic f~rm t~e heav~ chain and .
illustrates the amino acid positions which arb1trar1ly def:ne the doma1~
boundaries. Note that with the exception of the h~nge reg1on each doma1n
is approximately 100 amino acids long. Not shown 1s the fact that each
domain contains a disulfide loop.
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VH

CH1

HINGE

CH 2

NORMAL y1,y2,y4
H CHAIN

\/\./VV\,

-

y1 HCD CRA

..J'v··· ··············· ........

--1----+----

(DEL ETION)
y1 HCD TOL

1\./\/V\f\···············------+----

y1 HCD MeG

NV\IV't--- · ·· · ---~---

y4 HCD HAL

f\1\······ · ·· · ····· · · · ··· · ·· · ···· ---~---

Figure 3:

The human yl, y2, and y4 heavy chain
disease proteins.

Tbe gamma 1, 2 and 4 heavy chain disease proteins that have been
studied to date can be divided into four separate groups as shown in Fi gure 3
(22 - 27). The group represented by the protein CRA conta i ns a short stretch
of variable region and then an extremely large deletion but from po s ition 216
or precisely at the beginning of the hinge region , the molecule i s identical
to a normal heavy chain to its C terminal amino acid. A second grou p of
proteins characterized by protein Tol has a deletion of the entire CHl
domain, while a third group characteri zed by proteins Meg has a deletion of
the hinge region. Protein Hal constitutes a fourth group where , after a sho rt
stretch of the variable region , the deletion extends through the hinge region
such that synthesis begins at 230, that is, immediately aft~r the hinge .
Note that in each of these instances, the CH2 and CH3 domains appear normal
and that from the site of deletion to the C terminus the molecules appear
quite norma 1 .

NORMAL yl,y2,y4
H CHAIN
NORMAL y3
H CHAIN

Figure 4:

~-···-----+--Schematic comparison of a human yl , y2, and y4
heavy chain with a y3 heavy chain .
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Figure 4 illu strates the primary difference between a gamma I, 2
and 4 heavy chain and a gamma 3 heavy chain. The molecules are quite
s imil ar and their amino acid sequences differ by only approximately 5%.
However ,gamma 3 hinge region s are approximately four times the size of
other hinge region s and the amino acid sequence in this region indicates
that every I5 amino acids appears to be a repeat of the previous I5 amino
acids. Thus, gamma 3 molecules are said to have a quadruplicated hinge
region .

VH

CH1

HINGE

CH2

NORMAL y3
H CHAIN

~-- ·-------+--

y3 HCD CHI

\1' .. .....
(DELETION)

y3 HCD PUR
y3 HCD ZUC
y3 HCD WIS

Figure 5:

··········· ········--·-.---+-'\/··· ............ . ... ...• ••.---+--

'\/· ··'\/-· ··· · ·-----.----+--

\/\ ······· ······ ··················· ·· ··· ·----f----

The human y3 heavy chain disease
proteins.

Figure 5 illustrates the group of heavy chain disease proteins
that have been found among the gamma 3 subclass (28). Note that in each
instance, different portions of the hinge region are affected . Protein
CHI is quite s imilar to a number of gamma I heavy chain disease proteins ,
having a large V domain deletion and a complete CHI deletion. Protein
synthesis restarts at position 2I6. Proteins PUR and ZUC differ only in
the position of restart, that is , halfway or three-quarters of the way
through the hinge but always at the start of a duplication. A most
extraordinary protein , WIS , was recently described which has a deletion
within the V region as well as a deletion of the entire CHI domain .

I5

NORMAL y .3

VII
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H CHAIN
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NORMAL fL
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Figure 6:

CH1
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CH2

CH3

CH4

VVV\f\v

Schematic comparison of a normal y3 heavy
chain with a normal mu chain.

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship of a normal mu chain to gamma
3 chains. As can be seen, in IgM the CH2 domain can be considered as an
extended hinge region. The four mu heavy chain disease proteins studied
to date are each different. But, like the others , entire domains have
been deleted (29- 31) (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7:
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The human mu chain disease proteins.
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The murine heavy chain disea se protein s .

Finally, to complete the picture , Figure 8 shows two mouse mutant
myeloma proteins in which the CH3 domain in one and the CHl domain in the
other have been deleted (32) .
Thus, the deletions found in heavy chain disease proteins are not
random. In each instance, they occur at the beginning or end of a domain,
or they occur within the V domain at specific points. Several years ago,
a hypothesis was proposed by Franklin that the immunoglobulin heavy chain
was th~ result of the interaction of several mini -genes, that is, at least
two genes were involved in the synthesis of the V region and one for each
of the domains CHl, CH2 and CH3 . The biochemical analyses of the IgG3
heavy chains suggested that not only was the hinge under separate genetic
control, but perhaps each portion of the quadruplicated hinge was separately
encoded and that as many as four mini -genes encoded the hinge region. Thus,
six to nine separate portions of DNA conspired to form an immunoglobulin
heavy chain.
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IV.

GENE REARRANGEMENTS

Time does not permit a thorough discussion of the methodology
utilized to study the arrangement and rearrangement of genes, but prior
to any discussion, we will have to explore for a few moments some of the
newer techniques which have been used to gain information about gene
organization. All of you are aware that proteins are encoded in the DNA.
Messenger RNA contains the cod i ng sequence and carries the information
for protein synthesis to the cytoplasm where proteins are assembled
on polyribosomes. It is possible to isolate messenger RNA encoding a
particular protein . This mRNA, since it is a copy of the DNA, can· be
shown to hybr i dize to it (33) .
An obvi.ous use of pure mRNA is to go back and probe embryonic
DNA, that is, the DNA either in germ cells or in cells prior to differentiation . According to dogma, one should find in one single place within
the genome on one chromosome at one locus in a contiguous fashion a portion
of the genomic DNA tha t binds to the mRNA . These RNA-DNA hybrids can be
visualized under the electron microscope and, thereby, serve to localize the
gene in question.
·
When these experiments were done, rather surpr1s1ng results were
obtained (34 -38 ) . The earliest work was done in the adenovirus system
but at this point the three systems that have been most extensively
studied are the ovalbumin gene by Bert O'Malley's group in Houston, the
immunoglobulin genes by Phil Leder at the NIH and Susuma Tonegawa in
Switzerland , and the globin genes also by Leder (39-41). In all three
instances, when the DNA was loo ked at under the electron microscope, after
hybridization with mRNA, the DNA was found to be discontinuous, that is,
rather than there being a contiguous portion of embryonic or germ line
DNA that combined with the mRNA, large loops were formed of what have
been called intervening sequences or introns.
The interpretation of
th~se results is that a loop within the coding sequence ts a portion of
the DNA which encodes something other than ·the protein in question . The
function of these intervening sequences or introns is completely unknown,
although it appears that in many systems they appear to separate the
functional domains of molecules . The relevance of this to the heavy chain
disease situation will become apparent.
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Steps in immunoglobulin light chain synthesis.

Our present conception of how a light chain is produced is shown in
Figure 10. There are at least three separate portions of the genome involved
in the synthesis of the messenger RNA molecule that ~ncodes the light chain,
A portion of the variable region up to the third hypervariable region of the
light chain is encoded at a great distance from the rest of the variable region
which is encoded approximately 3,400 nucleotides away from the constant region.
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During differentiation, DNA is rearranged such that the V and J
segments are brought in close proximity (42). Nuclear messenger RNA
is then transcribed and, finally, in a series of steps it is processed to
the messenger RNA which finally emerges into the cytoplasm to produce the
liqht chain. Thus, we see that the light chain of an immunoglobulin mo l ecule
which is only 200 amino acids long derives from a segment of DNA that is
over a 100 ti1ncs larger than need be to encode it.
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Heavy chain synthesis is even more compli cated, as is shown in
Figure 11. It has been demonstrated that the C region of the heavy chain is
actually encoded in three separate portions, each separated by an intron. Only
after the formation of nuclear messenger RNA is it processed such that all three
C region domains are contiguous (43) . This is illustrated in the electronmicrographs of R loop structures observed with messenger RNA hybridized to DNA
which clearly showed introns within the C region of an IgA mol~cule. Similar
findings have recently been obtained for both IgG and IgM.
These observations exonerate Franklin and Seligmann who anticipated
these findings over 10 years ago. Once again immunology returns to the main
stream of biochemistry.
Now we ca n und ers tand how heavy chain disease proteins are formed. In
each instance,as has been mentioned previously, the deletions noted represent
entire domains or seg111ents of the V region and it is very likely that the mechan i sm of their formation involves defects in cutting or splicing mechanisms
during t he processing of DNA or messenger RNA. Studies are in progress to fully
document the spec ific lesions in various heavy chain diseases (44-47).
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V.

CODA

In the la st two years, there ha s been a mini-revolution in molecular
qenetic s. It has been unequivocally demonstrated that a number of genes in
h·igher organisms are split. That is, they have 11 nonsense 11 stretches of DNA
interspersed within the sense DNA. The cell produces a full RNA transcript
of this DNA, nonsense and all and it appears to splice out the nonsense
sequences before the RNA enters the cytoplasm. This has raised important
questions concerning virtually all the genetic mapping that has been done to
date. In addition, the extraordinary findings raise fundamental questions
concerning the nature of the gene itself.
Split genes are undoubtedly important in other medical situations .
It is surely likely that the control of RNA processing will become as important
for physicians to understand as it is for the present day molecular biologist .
I would predict that many human maladies will be due to defects in processing
and splicing. In this respect, human heavy chain diseases will be but the first
of a number of diseases which will be traceable to these molecular events.
Indeed , a careful reading of the literature indicates that the present findings
whi ch have produced such an upheaval in our thinking were exactly predicted by
the phys ician-scientists studying heavy chain disease over 10 years ago. Thus ,
like so many other examples, the study of a rare human disease has shed important
·
in s i ghts into normal physiology .
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